
main.tex
% use [nosolutions] flag to hide solutions.
% use [solutions] flag to show solutions.
\documentclass[
	solutions,
	singlenumbering,
    shortwarning,
    shortsolution
]{ormc_handout}

\begin{document}

	\maketitle
		<Advanced 2>
		<Spring 2023>
		{Game}
		{
			Prepared by Nikita on \today \\
		}
    
\input{problems.tex}



    
\end{document}



ormc_handout.cls
% Mark's handout style.
%
% Source is at https://git.betalupi.com/Mark/ormc-handouts


\NeedsTeXFormat{LaTeX2e}
\ProvidesClass{ormc_handout}[2022/05/07 1.1.0 ORMC Handout]


% Boolean that determines solution behavior.
% If false, solutions and instructor notes are hidden.
\newif{\ifsolutions}
\solutionstrue

% Boolean that determines object numbering
% If true, the same counter is used for all objects.
\newif{\ifsinglenumbering}
\singlenumberingfalse

% Boolean. If true, don't number pages.
\newif{\ifnopagenumber}
\nopagenumberfalse

% Boolean. If true, show a smaller solutions warning
\newif{\ifshortwarning}
\shortwarningfalse

% Boolean. If true, show a smaller solution box
\newif{\ifshortsolution}
\shortsolutionfalse

% Declare and parse arguments
\DeclareOption{solutions}{\solutionstrue}
\DeclareOption{nosolutions}{\solutionsfalse}
\DeclareOption{singlenumbering}{\singlenumberingtrue}
\DeclareOption{nopagenumber}{\nopagenumbertrue}
\DeclareOption{shortwarning}{\shortwarningtrue}
\DeclareOption{shortsolution}{\shortsolutiontrue}
\DeclareOption*{\ClassWarning{ormc_handout}{\CurrentOption ignored}}
\ProcessOptions\relax

% Based on article class
\LoadClass{article}
\makeatletter  % Allow commands with @ (\makeatother is at end of this file)

\newcommand\sbullet[1][.5]{\mathbin{\vcenter{\hbox{\scalebox{#1}{$\bullet$}}}}}

\renewcommand{\labelitemi}{$\sbullet$}
\renewcommand{\labelitemii}{$\cdot$}


% Hack for command-line arguments.
% To force a build with solutions, run
% latexmk
%	-synctex=1
%	-interaction=nonstopmode
%	-file-line-error
%	-outdir=%OUTDIR%
%	-xelatex
%	-jobname=%DOCFILE%.sol
%	-pdfxelatex="xelatex %O \"\\def\\argYesSolutions{1}\\input{%S}\""
%	%DOC%
%
% Or, make a new file with the contents
% \def\argYesSolutions{1}\input{<target file>}
% and build that with latex.
\ifdefined\argYesSolutions
	\solutionstrue
\else
	\ifdefined\argNoSolutions
		\solutionsfalse
	\fi
\fi




%%% PACKAGES %%%


% Set up page geometry.
% MUST BE DONE FIRST!
\RequirePackage{geometry}
\geometry{
	paper      = letterpaper,
	top        = 25mm,
	bottom     = 30mm,
	left       = 30mm,
	right      = 30mm,
	headheight = 75mm,
	footskip   = 15mm,
	headsep    = 75mm,
}

\RequirePackage{enumitem}  % list customization
\RequirePackage{xparse}    % Provides powerful macros via \NewDocumentCommand
\RequirePackage{xcolor}    % For colored text
\RequirePackage{tcolorbox} % For solution boxes
\RequirePackage{tikz}      % Used by \boxlinehack
\RequirePackage{comment}   % Used to hide solutions
\RequirePackage{fancyhdr}  % Header/Footer customization
\RequirePackage{adjustbox} % Used for title

\RequirePackage[
	left = ``,
	right = '',
	leftsub = `,
	rightsub = '
]{dirtytalk}

% Not used by this class, but likely to be used in documents
\RequirePackage{amsmath}
\RequirePackage{amssymb}
\RequirePackage{multicol}
\RequirePackage{subfiles}
\RequirePackage{wrapfig}




%%% CONFIG %%%


% No paragraph indentation, no list item spacing,
% raggedright layout (hyphenation is excessive).
\setlength{\parindent}{0mm}
\setlist{noitemsep, topsep=0mm}
\raggedright

\renewcommand*{\thefootnote}{\arabic{footnote}}

% One space after a period.
\frenchspacing


% Fancyhdr setup
\pagestyle{fancy}
\fancyhf{}
\renewcommand{\headrulewidth}{0mm}

\ifnopagenumber
\else
	\fancyfoot[C]{\thepage}
\fi




%%% COMMANDS %%%


% Make a heading.
% Arguments:
%
% First: Top-left text
% Second: Top-right text
% Both are optional, but should only be provided TOGETHER.
%
% Third: Title
% Forth: author
\RenewDocumentCommand{\maketitle}{ d<> d<> m m } {
	\begin{adjustbox}{minipage=0.7\textwidth, margin=0pt \smallskipamount,center}
		\begin{center}

			\IfNoValueF{#1}{\textsc{#1}} \hfill \IfNoValueF{#2}{\textsc{#2}} \\
			\rule{\linewidth}{0.2mm}\\

			\huge
			#3 \\
			\normalsize
			\vspace{1ex}
			#4
			\rule{\linewidth}{0.2mm} \\

			% Instructor's handout warning
			\ifsolutions
				% Short warning
				\ifshortwarning
					\begin{tcolorbox}[
						colback=white,
						colframe=red
					]
						\begin{center}
							\large
							\textcolor{red}{
								\textbf{Instructor's Handout}
							} \\
							\normalsize
						\end{center}
					\end{tcolorbox}
				\else
					% Regular warning
					\begin{tcolorbox}[
						colback=white,
						colframe=red
					]
						\begin{center}
							\large
							\textcolor{red}{
								\textbf{Instructor's Handout}
							} \\
							\normalsize
						\end{center}

						\vspace{1ex}

						\textcolor{red}{This file contains solutions and notes.}

						\textcolor{red}{Compile with the ``nosolutions'' flag before distributing.}
					\end{tcolorbox}
				\fi
			\fi

		\end{center}
	\end{adjustbox}
}


% Helper command that creates a label with custom text.
% First arg: label name
% Second arg: custom text
\newcommand{\customlabel}[2]{%
	\protected@write \@auxout {}{%
		\string \newlabel {#1}{{#2}{}}
	}
}


% Commands for problems, theorems, and definitions
%
% Each of these take two arguments. For example:
%
% \problem{} makes an unnamed problem
% \problem{Division} makes a named problem
% \problem{}<gcd>
%   makes a problem and a label "problem:gcd"
%   that gives text "Problem X" when referenced.

\newcounter{section_counter}
\newcounter{problempartcounter}

\ifsinglenumbering
	\newcounter{object_counter}

	\def\problemcounter{object_counter}
	\def\theoremcounter{object_counter}
	\def\definitioncounter{object_counter}
	\def\examplecounter{object_counter}
	\def\propositioncounter{object_counter}
\else
	\newcounter{problem_counter}
	\newcounter{theorem_counter}
	\newcounter{definition_counter}
	\newcounter{example_counter}
	\newcounter{proposition_counter}

	\def\problemcounter{problem_counter}
	\def\theoremcounter{theorem_counter}
	\def\definitioncounter{definition_counter}
	\def\examplecounter{example_counter}
	\def\propositioncounter{proposition_counter}
\fi


% Generic object command.
% First arg: counter name (mandatory)
% Second arg: object type (optional)
% Third arg: object title (mandatory, can be empty)
%
% If the second argument is ommited, the counter is hidden
% and only the object title is shown. For example:
% \@object{counter}[Problem]{Example Problem} -> Problem 1: Example Problem
% \@object{counter}{Example Problem} -> Example Problem
%
% Only used internally (See following definitions)
\NewDocumentCommand{\@object}{ m d[] m}{
	\stepcounter{#1}
	\vspace{3mm}
	\IfNoValueTF{#2} {
		{\bf\normalsize #3}
	} {
		{\bf\normalsize #2 \arabic{#1}:\IfNoValueF{#3}{ #3}}
	}
}

% Generic object.
% Does the same thing as \problem, \theorem, etc, but with no counter.
\NewDocumentCommand{\generic}{ m d<> }{
	\vspace{3mm}
	{\bf\normalsize #1} \\*

	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{#1}
	}
}

% If not starred, text is "Part X: <title>"
% If starred, text is "<title>"
\RenewDocumentCommand{\section}{ s m d<> }{
	\stepcounter{section_counter}
	\vspace{8mm}
	\IfBooleanTF{#1}{
		{\bf\Large \hfill #2 \hfill}
		\IfNoValueF{#3}{\customlabel{#3}#2} \\*
	} {
		{\bf\Large \hfill Part \arabic{section_counter}\IfNoValueF{#2}{: #2} \hfill}
		\IfNoValueF{#3}{\customlabel{#3}Part \arabic{section_counter}} \\*
	}
	\vspace{2mm}
}


\RenewDocumentCommand{\paragraph}{}{
	\hspace{1cm}
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\problem}{ m d<> }{
	\setcounter{problempartcounter}{0}

	\@object{\problemcounter}[Problem]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{Problem \arabic{\problemcounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\problemcounter}}
	} \\*
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\problempart}{ m d<> }{
	\@object{problempartcounter}[Part]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel
			{#2}
			{Problem \arabic{\problemcounter}\alph{problempartcounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\problemcounter}\alph{problempartcounter}}
	} \\*
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\definition}{ m d<> }{
	\@object{\definitioncounter}[Definition]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{Definition \arabic{\definitioncounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\definitioncounter}}
	} \\*
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\theorem}{ m d<> }{
	\@object{\theoremcounter}[Theorem]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{Theorem \arabic{\theoremcounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\theoremcounter}}
	} \\*
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\proposition}{ m d<> }{
	\@object{\propositioncounter}[Proposition]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{Proposition \arabic{\propositioncounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\propositioncounter}}
	} \\*
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\example}{ m d<> }{
	\@object{\examplecounter}[Example]{#1}
	\IfNoValueF{#2}{
		\customlabel{#2}{Example \arabic{\examplecounter}}
		\customlabel{NUM:#2}{\arabic{\examplecounter}}
	} \\*
}


% Solution environment.
% examplesolution environment is always shown (useful for example problems)
% solution environments do the same thing, but are hidden when the [nosolutions] flag is passed.
\newenvironment{examplesolution} {
	\begin{tcolorbox}[
		colback=white,
		colframe=gray!75!black,
		title={\textbf{Example Solution}}
	]
}{
	\end{tcolorbox}
}

\def\ORMCbgcolor{white}

% \if isn't parsed inside of LaTeX environents,
% so we have to use the comment package.
\ifshortsolution
    \newenvironment{@shown_solution} {
        \def\ORMCbgcolor{red!5!white}
        \begin{tcolorbox}[
            colback=red!5!white,
            colframe=red!75!black,
            left = 1mm,
            right = 1mm,
            top = 1mm,
            bottom = 1mm
        ]
        \raggedright
    }{
        \end{tcolorbox}
    }
\else
    \newenvironment{@shown_solution} {
    	\def\ORMCbgcolor{red!5!white}
    	\begin{tcolorbox}[
    		colback=red!5!white,
    		colframe=red!75!black,
    		title={\textbf{Solution}}
    	]
    	\raggedright
    }{
    	\end{tcolorbox}
    }
\fi

\newenvironment{@shown_note} {
	\def\ORMCbgcolor{cyan!5!white}
	\begin{tcolorbox}[
		colback=cyan!5!white,
		colframe=cyan!75!black,
		title={\textbf{Note for Instructors}}
	]
	\raggedright
}{
	\end{tcolorbox}
}

% tcolorbox only give us two sections.
% This macro makes a macro \linehack that draws
% lines across a tcolorbox.
%
% Inside every environment that needs a
% \linehack macro, put \@makelinehack{color}.
\newcommand{\@makelinehack}[1]{
	\newcommand{\linehack}{
		\begin{tikzpicture}
			\path[use as bounding box]
				(0, 0)
				--
				(\linewidth, 0);

			\draw[
				color=#1,
				dashed,
				dash phase=1mm
			]
			(
				0 - \kvtcb@leftlower-\kvtcb@boxsep,
				0
			) -- (
				\linewidth + \kvtcb@rightlower + \kvtcb@boxsep,
				0
			);
		\end{tikzpicture} \\
	}
}

\ifsolutions
	\newenvironment{solution}{
		\@makelinehack{red!75!black}
		\begin{@shown_solution}
	} {
		\end{@shown_solution}
	}
	\newenvironment{instructornote}{
		\@makelinehack{cyan!75!black}
		\begin{@shown_note}
	} {
		\end{@shown_note}
	}
\else
	\excludecomment{solution}
	\excludecomment{instructornote}
\fi


\NewDocumentCommand{\note}{ d<> m }{
	\IfNoValueTF{#1} {
		\textcolor{gray}{#2} \\
	} {
		\textcolor{gray}{\textit{#1:} #2} \\
	}
}

\NewDocumentCommand{\hint}{ m }{
	\note<Hint>{#1}
}

\makeatother




problems.tex

\generic{0-0}
A checkered rectangle of size $10 \times 12$ was folded along the grid lines several times to form a $1 \times 1$ square. How many parts could there be if this square was cut along the segment connecting the midpoints of its two adjacent sides?

\begin{solution}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.1\linewidth]{0-0.png}
\end{center}
% \begin{wrapfigure}{r}{0.1\linewidth}
% \centering\vspace{-0.5cm}
% \includegraphics[width= .98\linewidth]{0-0.png}
% \end{wrapfigure}
There could be 43, 37, 36, or 31 parts. Each cell will be cut exactly once, and the cut in one cell uniquely determines how the other cells are cut. We will get a cut of the type indicated in the diagram, and depending on the location of the cut-out small squares, we will get the number of parts ($67+1=43$, $66+1=37$, $57+1=36$, $56+1=31$).
\end{solution}

\generic{0-1}
What is the largest value for $c$ for which the equation $x^2 + 6x + c = 0$ has a solution? 

\begin{solution}
    $c = 9$ because the discriminant must be non-negative, i.e., $D = 6^2 - 4c \geq 0$.
\end{solution}

\generic{0-2} \begin{wrapfigure}{r}{0.1\linewidth}
\centering\vspace{-0.5cm}
\includegraphics[width= .98\linewidth]{0-2.png}
\end{wrapfigure}

Initially, all cells in a 3x3 table contain zeros. Several times, a 2x2 square is chosen and all the numbers within it are increased by 1. What number is written in the center of the table (see figure) if only the numbers in four cells of the original table are known?


% \begin{center}
% \includegraphics[width= 0.1\linewidth]{0-2.png}
% \end{center}

% \begin{center}
% \begin{table}[h]
% \resizebox{0.1\linewidth}{!}{%
% \begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
% \hline
%   & 4 &   \\ \hline
% 5 &   &   \\ \hline
% 2 &   & 3 \\ \hline
% \end{tabular}%
% }
% \end{table}
% \end{center}

\begin{solution}
The number in the center of the table is $9$. Each number in the middle of a side is the sum of the two numbers in the adjacent corner cells. Therefore, the number in the top-left corner is $5-2=3$, the number in the top-right corner is $4-3=1$. The number in the center is the sum of all the corner numbers, i.e., $3+1+2+3=9$.
\end{solution}

\generic{0-3} 
The clover collection contains 30 rare clovers, they have 3, 4 or 5 leaves. The total amount of leaves is 100. Are there more 3-leaved clovers or 5-leaved clovers and by how much?

% Vasya discovered in his father's old piggy bank 30 Soviet coins with denominations of 10, 15, and 20 kopecks, with a total value of 5 rubles. Are there more coins of denomination 10-kopeck or 20-kopeck, and by how much?

\begin{solution}
There are 20 less 5-leaved clovers than 3-leaved coins in the collection. Let $x$ be the number of 3-leaved clovers, $y$ be the number of 4-leaved clovers, and $z$ be the number of 5-leaved clovers. From the given conditions, we obtain the system of equations: $x + y + z = 30$ and $3x + 4y + 5z = 100$. By subtracting four times the first equation from the second, we deduce that $z - x = -20$.
% There are 10 more 20-kopeck coins than 10-kopeck coins in the piggy bank. Let $x$ be the number of 10-kopeck coins, $y$ be the number of 15-kopeck coins, and $z$ be the number of 20-kopeck coins. From the given conditions, we obtain the system of equations: $x + y + z = 30$ and $10x + 15y + 20z = 500$. By dividing the second equation by 5 and subtracting three times the first equation from it, we deduce that $z - x = 10$.
\end{solution}

\generic{0-4} Find all the integer solutions of the equation $$2^x \cdot (4-x) = 2x + 4.$$

\begin{solution}
The solutions are $0, 1,$ and $2$. If $x > 4$ or $x < -2$, then the left and right sides of the equation have different signs. The remaining values can be checked.
\end{solution}

\generic{0-5} What is a ones digit of a number $2023^2+2023^0+2023^2+2023^3$?

\begin{solution}
It is 6. Using modular arithmetic, we can figure out that it is the same as for the $3^2+1+3^2+3^3=46$.
\end{solution}


\generic{0-6} Find the largest natural number with distinct digits such that any six consecutive digits form a number divisible by 6.

\begin{solution}
The largest number is $9753186420$. This is because all digits starting from the sixth digit must be even, and this number is the largest among such numbers while satisfying the condition.
\end{solution}

\generic{1-1} What is the maximum value of $N$ for which it is possible to place $N$ ships of sizes $1\times4$, $1\times3$, and $1\times2$ on a $10\times10$ grid? The ships cannot touch each other. Provide the answer and an example.

\begin{solution}
The maximum value of $N$ is 5. Let's call the points of intersection of the grid lines \textit{vertices}. A $1\times4$ ship occupies 10 vertices, a $1\times3$ ship occupies 8 vertices, and a $1\times2$ ship occupies 6 vertices (vertices cannot be shared between different ships as the ships do not touch each other). Therefore, the total number of vertices for all the ships is $N\cdot(10+8+6) = 24N$, which should not exceed the total number of vertices on the grid, which is $11\times11 = 121$. Hence, we have $24N\leq121$, from which we get $N\leq5$. An example for $N=5$ is shown in the diagram.
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.15\linewidth]{1-1.png}
\end{center}
\end{solution}



\generic{1-2} The product of all natural divisors of a natural number n is equal to $2^{45}$. Find n.

\begin{solution}
$2^9 = 512$. Since the product of all divisors of the desired number is a power of 2, the number itself is also a power of 2. Let's assume it is equal to $2^n$. Then its divisors are $1, 2, 2^2, \ldots, 2^n$, and their product is equal to $2^{1+2+\ldots+n} = 2^{\frac{n(n+1)}{2}}$. Therefore, we have $\frac{n(n+1)}{2} = 45$, and solving this equation gives us $n=9$.
\end{solution}

\generic{1-3} The graphs of the functions $y=2x^2+bx+c$ and $y=x+1$ are shown on a diagram. Find $b$.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{1-3.png}
\end{center}


\begin{solution}
The solution is $b=3$. By setting $x=0$, we find the coordinates of the point of intersection with the y-axis to be $(0,1)$, which means $c=1$. From the equation of the line, we know that the coordinates of the point of intersection with the x-axis are $(-1,0)$. Substituting this point into the equation of the parabola, we find that $b=3$.
\end{solution}

\generic{1-4} 
In the figure below, there are three concentric circles and two perpendicular diameters. If the three shaded figures have equal areas and the radius of the smallest circle is 1, what is the product of the three radii?

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{1-4.png}
\end{center}

\begin{solution}
    $\sqrt{6}.$ Indeed, areas of the circles should have a ratio 1:2:3, so the radii are $1$, $2$ and $\sqrt{3}$.
\end{solution}


\generic{1-5} Point $M$ lies inside an equilateral triangle and is located 1 cm, 2 cm, and 2 cm away from its sides. Find the area of the triangle.

\begin{solution}
The area of the triangle is $\frac{25\sqrt{3}}{3}$. The sum of these given lengths (5) is equal to the altitude of the triangle. Now it is easy to find the length of a side and the area.
\end{solution}

\generic{1-6} (Archimedes' problem) "If chords AB and CD intersect at point E at a right angle, then the sum of the squares of the segments AE, BE, CE, and DE is equal to...." What is it equal to?

\begin{solution} 
"... the square of the diameter of the circle." Let AF be the diameter. Since angle AED is a right angle, it is equal to angle ACF. But angle ADC = angle AFC, therefore in triangles ADE and AFC, angle DAE = angle CAF. Hence, arc CF is equal to arc BD, and therefore, CF = BD. Using the Pythagorean theorem, we have $AE^2 + CE^2 = AC^2, DE^2 + BE^2 = CF^2$, and $AC^2 + CF^2 = AF^2$. Thus, we obtain $AE^2 + CE^2 + DE^2 + BE^2 = AF^2$.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{1-6.png}
\end{center}

\end{solution}

\generic{2-2} Find the largest natural number with distinct digits, such that the sum of its digits is divisible by the product of its digits.

\begin{solution}
The largest number is 321. This number has distinct digits, and the sum of its digits is 6, which is divisible by the product of its digits, which is 6 as well.
\end{solution}

\generic{2-3} How many solutions does the puzzle have: $5-U=C*I*R*C*L*E$? (The same letters represent the same digits, different letters represent different digits)

\begin{solution}
The puzzle has 8400 solutions. The digit $U$ can only be 5, so in the right-hand side of the equation, there must be a 0 (5 options - any of the letters). The remaining 4 letters can take 4 values from the remaining 8 digits. Thus, there are 1680 ($8!/4!$) options for them. Therefore, there are a total of $5 \times 1680 = 8400$ solutions.
\end{solution}


\generic{2-4} On a chessboard (without overlapping and following the grid lines), there are four-cell figures in the shape of the letter "T," covering all the black cells. How many of these figures can there be?

\begin{solution}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{2-4.png}
\end{center}

The possible numbers of figures are 12, 14, or 16. Each figure covers 1 or 3 black cells, which means an odd number of black cells. Since there is an even number of black cells on the board (32), the number of figures must be even. Additionally, the number of figures should be at least $\frac{32}{3}$ (each figure occupies at most 3 black cells) and at most $\frac{64}{4}$ (each figure occupies 4 cells of the entire board). Therefore, the total number of figures should be an even number greater than 10 and not exceed 16, i.e., 12, 14, or 16. All of these cases are possible because the black cells on half of the board in a $4\times8$ rectangle can be covered by either 6 or 8 figures (see the diagram).
\end{solution}

\generic{2-5} 
Cover the plane with non-convex pentagons without overlaps.

\begin{solution}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.1\linewidth]{0-5.png}
\end{center}
For example, we can divide the plane into strips of equal width and then divide each strip into equal pentagonal "flags".
\end{solution}


\generic{2-6} What is the largest value of $N$ for which it is possible to place $N$ black and $N$ white kings on a chessboard such that black kings do not attack white kings and white kings do not attack black kings? Provide the answer and an example arrangement.

\begin{solution}
The largest value of N is 27. For example, the kings of one color can occupy the entire three bottom rows and the three leftmost squares of the fourth row, while the kings of the other color are arranged symmetrically to the kings of the first color with respect to the center of the board.
\end{solution}

\generic{3-3} Find the largest natural number with distinct digits, such that the product of its digits is divisible by the sum of its digits.

\begin{solution}
The largest number is 9876543210. This number has distinct digits, and the product of its digits is 0, which is divisible by the sum of its digits, which is 45.
\end{solution}

\generic{3-4} How many rational points lie on the sphere 
$$(x-\sqrt{5})^2 + (y-\sqrt{2})^2 + (z-\sqrt{3})^2 = 10?$$ A rational point is a point where all three Cartesian coordinates are rational numbers.

\begin{solution}
There is 1 point with coordinates $(0, 0, 0)$. This can be proven by expanding the square, using natural transformations, and reasoning about rationality.
\end{solution}

\generic{3-5} 
\begin{wrapfigure}{r}{0.2\linewidth}
\centering
\includegraphics[width= .98\linewidth]{3-5-1.png}
\end{wrapfigure}

$n$ paper circles with a radius of 1 are arranged on a plane in such a way that their boundaries pass through a single point, and this point is located inside the entire region covered by the circles (see figure). This region forms a polygon with curvilinear sides. What can be the perimeter of such a curvilinear polygon?


\begin{solution}
The perimeter can be only $4\pi$. The length of the arc of each circle that contributes to the perimeter is proportional to the angle it subtends. Since the sum of these inscribed angles is $2\pi$, and the sum of the central angles that intercept these arcs is $4\pi$, the total perimeter will be equal to twice the perimeter of one such circle, i.e., $4\pi$.


\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{3-5-2.png}
\end{center}
\end{solution}

\generic{3-6} A simple magic square is defined as a $3\times 3$ square grid in which there are 9 natural numbers (not necessarily distinct), and the sums of the numbers in each row and column are equal to each other. Find the largest value of n for which there exists a simple magic square containing the first n prime numbers. Provide the answer and an example of such a square.

\begin{solution}
The largest value of $n$ is 6. Notice that there is exactly 1 even prime number, which is 2. Therefore, from the equality of the sums in each row and column, there must be at least 2 even numbers. Thus, we have $n \le 7$. If $n = 7$, the table will contain the numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, and exactly 2 even numbers. In this case, all 3 even numbers must be in different rows and columns, and each odd prime number (a) must be paired with another odd prime number (b) in two different ways to form the same sum with other numbers, i.e., $a+c=b+d$, $a+f=b+e$ (numbers a and b are in different rows and columns, and in the other intersections, even numbers are present). For the number 17, the possible pairs are $17+3=13+7$ and $17+7=13+11$, but in either case, the number 5 is not used, which is a contradiction. Hence, $n \le 6$, and the square must contain the numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, and 13. An example of such an arrangement can be seen in the diagram.


\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.1\linewidth]{3-6.png}
\end{center}
\end{solution}

\generic{4-4}
Points A and B are marked on a plane. Find the locus (all the possible positions) of the centers of rhombi with A and B as two of their vertices.

\begin{solution}
The locus is a circle with the diameter AB \textbf{and} its center, excluding points A and B. Let M be the center of a rhombus. Either M is the midpoint of AB, or angle $AMB$ is 90 degrees. In the latter case, M belongs to the circle with AB as its diameter. However, M cannot coincide with points A and B.

\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.2\linewidth]{2-5.png}
\end{center}
\end{solution}

\generic{4-5} All natural numbers from 1 to n are written in a line in order. Under each pair of numbers in the next line, their sum is written. This process is repeated with the obtained line until only one number remains. Find this number.

\begin{solution}
The number is $(n+1)2^{n-2}$. Each number, k, in the first line contributes to the final number (sum S) with a coefficient equal to the number of paths from k to S. Let's consider the numbers k and n-k+1. Their sum is equal to n+1, and the number of paths from both of them to S is the same. Therefore, the desired number is n+1 divided by 2, times the number of paths from S to the first line, which is clearly equal to $2^{n-1}$. Another solution approach is to denote the desired number as $S_n$. It is located in the $n$-th row. Notice that the numbers in the $k$-th row form an arithmetic progression with a common difference of $2^{k-1}$. Hence, we have $S_{n+1}=2S_n+2^{n-1}$. The answer can be obtained easily using induction or other methods.
\end{solution}

\generic{4-6}
A median of a triangle is a segment connecting a vertex with a midpoint of an opposite side. Find the length of the third median of a triangle if the other two medians are perpendicular to each other and have lengths 2 and 3.

\begin{solution}
\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width= 0.3\linewidth]{4-6.png}
\end{center}
The length of the third median is $\sqrt{13}$. Let the medians $BB_1=2$ and $CC_1=3$, and let $AA_1$ be the third median, with $M$ as the point of intersection of the medians. Considering the right triangle $BCM$, we can see that the segment $MA_1$ is equal to half the length of the hypotenuse $BC$, which can be found using the Pythagorean theorem. Taking into account that the point of intersection of the medians divides them in a ratio of $2:1$ from the vertex, we can find the length of the third median.
$$AA_1=3MA_1=\frac{3}{2}BC=\frac{3}{2}\sqrt{BM^2+CM^2}=\frac{3}{2}\frac{2}{3}\sqrt{2^2+3^2}=\sqrt{13}.$$
\end{solution}


\generic{5-5} Find all pairs of quadratic equations $x^2+ax+b=0$ and $x^2+cx+d=0$ such that $a$ and $b$ are the roots of the second equation, and $c$ and $d$ are the roots of the first equation.

\begin{solution}
The pairs are $(x^2+ax, x^2-ax)$, where $a$ can be any number, and $(x^2+x-2, x^2+x-2)$. Using Vieta's theorem, we have $a=-(c+d)$, $b=cd$, $c=-(a+b)$, and $d=ab$. From this system, we obtain $a+b+c=0$, $b=d$, and $b=bc=ab$. If $b=0$, then $d=0$ and $c=-a$, where $a$ can be any number. If $b\neq 0$, then $a=c=1$, and $b=d=-2$.
\end{solution}

\generic{5-6} The function $f(x)$ is defined for all real numbers $x$ and satisfies the condition $2f(x)+f(1-x)=x^2$. Find all such $f(x)$.

\begin{solution}
$f(x)=\frac{x^2+2x-1}{3}$. Notice that $2f(x+1)+f(-x)=(x+1)^2$, and $2f(-x)+f(1+x)=x^2$. From this, we can deduce that $f(-x)=\frac{2x^2-(x+1)^2}{3}$.
\end{solution}

\generic{6-6} Let $2S$ be the total weight of a set of weights. A number $k$ is called nice if it is possible to choose $k$ weights from the set such that their total weight is equal to $S$. What is the largest number of nice numbers that can be in a set of 10 weights? Provide the answer and an example of a set of 10 weights with the maximum number of nice numbers.

\begin{solution}
The maximum number of nice numbers is 7. An example of a set of 10 weights with the maximum number of nice numbers is: 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34 (the first 9 Fibonacci numbers) and 20. We can form various combinations of weights to obtain the total weight $S=54$, such as: $34+20$, $13+21+20$, $5+8+21+20$, $2+3+8+21+20$, $1+1+3+8+21+20$, $1+1+2+3+5+8+34$, and $1+1+2+3+5+8+13+21$. The number 10 is not a nice number. If $k$ is a nice number, then $(10-k)$ is also a nice number. If the number 1 is a nice number, then there is a weight of $S$ in the set, and the only additional nice number will be 9. Therefore, there can be no more than 7 nice numbers (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8).
\end{solution}
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\begin{enumerate}
\item There are 28 problems numbered by domino tiles from 0:0 to 6:6. The game lasts 1.5 hours.
\item The jury keeps a game protocol with current results displayed on a screen.
\item Each of the 28 problems has a point value assigned based on domino distribution.
\item Each team initially receives two problems randomly. They can exchange an answered problem for a new one. For the following ones, students can decide which domino piece to pick up out of these available. So, at any given moment, the team sees only two problem statements.
\item Each problem (except 0:0) can only be answered twice by a team. 0:0 can only be answered once.
\item On the first attempt, correct answers earn the full point value (domino 3:6 will give 9 points), while incorrect / partially correct answers receive 0 points. 
\item On the second attempt, correct answers earn the maximum of the two numbers on the domino (3:6 will give 6), while incorrect / partially correct earn 0 points.
\item It might be beneficial to write an incorrect answer for a problem if the team doesn't know how to approach it. This way, you get to try more problems.
\item Problem 0:0 is a special one. It awards 10 points for a correct answer on the first attempt.
\item Answers are written clearly on a separate sheet with the team name and problem value. The sheet is submitted to the jury together with the problem card, answer sheet goes under the problem sheet.
\item Only one player from the team can approach the jury for answer submission and problem selection.
\item A representative from the team has up to 10 seconds to choose the next problem. If delayed, the jury assigns any available problem.
\item The game ends when time is up.
\item Teams are ranked based on the points earned.
\end{enumerate}
\end{document}
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